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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider::
Accessing and using cannabis,Young people and children,Public health,Public safety,Education,Criminal
activity,Mental health,Social impacts
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual,Academic and research,Advocacy body,Working in the health sector

Are there any additional themes we should consider?
Alcohol related violence vis a vis cannibis related violence.
What positive health benefits if any found in alcohol use vs cannibis?
chronic pain management and the use or cannibis.
Select all that apply. Do you think there should be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be decriminalised.
(Decriminalised: there are no criminal or civil penalties instead a person is referred to a drug diversion
program or other health/ treatment service),Personal use of cannabis should be legal. ,Sale of cannabis
should be legal and regulated. ,Cultivation of cannabis for personal use should be legal.,There should be no
restrictions. ,Other – please explain.
Any of these solutions should apply with appropriate education. The medicinal and recreational use of
cannibis is far too invaluable to ignore.
YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
E) all aspects both positive and negative should be assessed in relation to the use of cannibis. Its no longer
1990 where your typical user will sit at home and achieve nothing. Nor is the stigma that its a gateway drug
appropriate in 2020. Business professionals, academics, and for lack of a better term lower socio economic
demographies are all known users each achieving what they need to on a daily basis. Those who want to
access will. Its those who can not access that need access like those suffering mental health problems,
terminal illness, chronic pain that need to be provided this precious resource. Find a way to tax it and
legalize it. No war ever started because they were high.
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
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